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Overview

• The training need that generated the “idea” for Health and Bioscience IDEAS

• Objectives of IDEAS

• Organisation and delivery of workshops in data science and medical imaging

• Development and delivery of an innovative three-week TeamCoders
workshop

• Challenges faced and lessons learned from the IDEAS workshops



Imaging data plays a critical role in today’s 
health and bioscience research

• Imaging technologies in bioscience 
and medicine are becoming cheaper 
and more accessible

• Researchers have access to many 
large, publicly available data sets

• Complexity of imaging data and 
analysis techniques is high, with new 
software tools and AI  create ‘entry 
barriers‘ to the use of advanced 
technology.

• Conventional training for clinicians 
and bioscience does not cover these 
areas



Professionals from the Healthcare industry

Industry need researchers with data 
science skills

Real-World Data: (RWD) analysis supports 
informative decisions in R&D, product strategy 
and business growth  

High demand of skilled personnel in advanced 
data analytics with a particular interest in 
clinical data analysis

“Real-world data quality: What are the opportunities and challenges?” McKinsey, January 9, 2023

Cost of RWD and training  
$300 million /year /pharma company 

Training format.
Bootcamps for skill development instead of MSc 



Funded by UKRI Innovation Scholars of  Data Science Training in Health and 
Bioscience (DaSH) initiative. Funding period February 2021- September 2023 
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IDEAS Objectives
• To create “digital and 

imaging literate” health and bioscience 
researchers, clinicians and healthcare 
professionals 

• To develop and run training activities 
via, workshops, conference educational 
sessions, summers schools.

• To provides practical advice and hands-
on experience using popular and freely 
available software.

• To improve reliability of research 
outcomes and saves significant staff 
time

• is self-sustaining beyond the lifetime of 
the grant
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Planned offerings for IDEAS courses
Software development

Basic – Software Carpentry
• Introduction to Python
• Introduction to git

Intermediate
• Git: Beyond Basics
• Advanced Python/R
• Sustainable software practices

Advanced
• Performance and scalability
• Making packages
• Automatic code  
documentation

Image Acquisition and 
Analysis

Basic
• Intro to medical image Acquisition
• Image formation and manipulation

Intermediate
• Image Registration and 
Segmentation

• Groupwise analysis

Advanced
• Imaging Genetics
• Machine Learning applications

Data Management

Basic
• Getting started with XNAT 
• Medical imaging data management 
(DICOM, BIDS, information 
governance)

Intermediate
• Managing XNAT
• Data sharing (FAIR, deidentification)

Advanced
• Automating tasks in  XNAT
• Integration with other platforms
• IT planning for imaging studies



TeamCoders – experiential 
learning via collaborated coding 

Ø Group together individuals from various healthcare disciplines and coding abilities and
encourage collaboration via coding practice.

Ø Follow Experimental learning pattern – Experience- Reflection- Thinking and problem solving –
Acting by coding

Ø Understand the importance of medical imaging in extracting quantitative measures about the
given project question.

Ø Reproduce a seminal paper applying a data-driven disease progression model called the Event
Based Model to model the progression of Alzheimer’s disease. ( AL Young at all Brain 2014)

Ø Practice standard data cleaning and visualisation techniques to interrogate and investigate the
input data before analysis.

Ø Learn how to implement the Event Based Model on Alzheimer’s disease data and use the
model to predict future outcomes at different data sets

Objectives



Team Coders – International and Interdisciplinary  
participation



Task organization

Demonstration notebooks
• Led by facilitator
• Data may or may not relate to the 

project
• Shows both explanation and the code 

required to complete the exercise

Project (exercise) notebook
• Led by the team
• Data will build up in order to help 

complete the overall project
• Provides instructions followed by 

blank code cells for the team to 
complete with their answers.Materials were shared online at GitHub repositories

• Each week (1-3 hours) involved facilitators demonstrating notebooks. 
• New skills: command line (Unix Shell), version control with git (software), data 

cleaning, analysis and visualization with Python. Medical image analysis with Python 
and  the Event Based model Python programming  

• Teams of 3-5 individuals worked (programmed) together and solved questions in the 
exercise notebooks.



Jupyter Notebooks 

• Demo Notebook • Exercise notebooks 



Results of the original paper from A.L Young et all, Brain 2014  Reproduced with KDE-EBM using GMM

Example of results recreation  



Results of the pilot project

By the end of the project, attendees were able to:
• Worked together and practiced coding in groups or individually. Clinicians 

benefited from the engineers
• Learn from each other practices of data cleaning analysis and visualisation

techniques using Python. 
• Understood how to work, manipulate and process medical imaging data.
• Learned how to implement the model of the project (the Event Based 

Model) at the given data.
• Received the material and the  knowledge to utilise the Notebooks 

(algorithms) to analyse their research’s data sets.



Team Coders Challenges 
• Collaboration issues due to the different time zones of the participants 

and their allocating time.

• The attendees didn’t realize the time commitment requirements and a 
few of them gave up early.

• The training time in git (version control and collaborating software) was 
longer than expected. Training in git was a distraction rather than help.



Team Coders Lessons  learned
• Reduce no-shows and early withdrawals by setting up more selective 

application process

• Provide virtual drop-in sessions to solve technical issues with set-ups 
ahead of the workshop 

• Create short videos (basics in Python, git) as recommended pre-course 
viewing

• Reduce the number of demonstration notebooks but provide the non-
essential ones as optional, extended exercises 

• Put more weight into time zones when selecting applications and 
organising teams

• Set fewer tasks with clearer, firmer deadlines.



Conclusions 
• IDEAS training programme is designed to cover the needs of healthcare 

scientists and clinicians to upskill in data and medical image analysis a big 
data management 

• We have delivered two 4 day in-person workshops at UCL and one 
educational workshop at the Alzheimer Association Conference. Team 
members organised the MedICSS 2022 summer school and the 2022 
XNAT Conference.

• We delivered for the first time TeamCoders a three-week long interactive 
workshop based in Experiential Learning in which we encouraged 
collaborative problem-solving via hands-on programming practice. 

• We learned from the delivery’s format and the challenges we encountered 
the first time we launched the programme and will apply actions to run 
future events more smoothly and accurately in time.



Thank you for listening!!
Mary Tziraki : m.tziraki@ucl.ac.uk

IDEAS’s website :
https://healthbioscienceideas.github.io
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